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Evidence of anomalousWW andWZ production was sought inpp̄ collisions at a center-of-mass energy of
As51.8 TeV. The final statesWW(WZ)→mn jet jet1X, WZ→mnee1X andWZ→enee1X were studied
using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of approximately 90 pb21. No evidence of
anomalous diboson production was found. Limits were set on anomalousWWg andWWZcouplings and were
combined with our previous results. The combined 95% confidence level anomalous coupling limits forL
52 TeV are20.25<Dk<0.39 (l50) and20.18<l<0.19 (Dk50), assuming theWWg couplings are
equal to theWWZcouplings.@S0556-2821~99!02619-3#
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STUDIES OFWWAND WZ PRODUCTION AND LIMITS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 072002I. INTRODUCTION
The gauge theory of the electroweak interactions conta
a striking feature. Unlike the electrically neutral photon
quantum electrodynamics~QED!, the weak vector boson
carry weak charge. Consequently, whereas in QED there
no photon-photon couplings, the weak vector bosons inte
among themselves through the trilinear and quartic ga
boson vertices.
A formalism has been developed to describe theWWg
and WWZ vertices for the most general gauge boson s
interactions@1,2#. The Lorentz invariant effective Lagrang
ian for the gauge boson self-interactions contains 14 dim
sionless couplings, seven each forWWg andWWZ:
LWWV/gWWV5 ig1V~Wmn† WmVn2Wm† VnWmn!
1 ikVWm
† WnV
mn1 i
lV
MW
2 Wlm
† Wn
mVnl
2g4
VWm
† Wn~]
mVn1]nVm!
1g5
Vemnra~Wm
† ]JrWn!Va1 i k̃VWm
† WnṼ
mn
1
i l̃V
MW
2 Wlm
† Wn
mṼnl,
whereWm denotes theW2 field, Wmn5]mWn2]nWm , Vmn
5]mVn2]nVm , Ṽmn5
1
2 emnraV
ra, and (A]JmB)5A(]mB)
2(]mA)B, V5g and Z, andMW is the mass of theW bo-
son. The overall coupling parametersgWWV aregWWg52e
andgWWZ52e cotuw , as in the standard model~SM!, where
e anduw are the positron charge and the weak mixing ang
The couplingslV andkV conserveC andP. The couplings
g4
V are odd underCP andC, g5
V are odd underC andP, and
k̃V and l̃V are odd underCP and P. In the SM, all the
couplings are zero at the tree level with the exception ofg1
V
and kV (g1
g5g1
Z5kg5kZ51), and DkV and Dg1
Z are de-
fined as kV21 and g1
Z21, respectively. Electromagneti
gauge invariance restrictsg1
g , g4
g , andg5
g to the SM values
of 1, 0, and 0. TheCP-violating WWg couplingsl̃g andk̃g
have been tightly constrained by measurements of the
tron electric dipole moment touk̃gu,ul̃gu,1023 @3#.
With non-SM coupling parameters, the amplitudes
gauge boson pair production grow with energy, eventua
violating tree-level unitarity. The unitarity violation i
avoided by parametrizing the anomalous couplings as dip
form factors with a cutoff scale,L. Then the anomalous cou
plings take a form, for example,
Dk~ ŝ!5
Dk
~11 ŝ/L2!2
,
whereŝ is the invariant mass of the vector boson pair andDk
is the coupling value at the low energy limit@4#. L is physi-
cally interpreted as the mass scale where the new phen
enon which is responsible for the anomalous couplin
would be directly observable.07200s
re
ct
e
f-
n-
.
u-
r
y
le
m-
s
Direct tests of the trilinear couplings are provided
e1e2 and pp̄ colliders through production of gauge boso
pairs, in particular bye1e2→W1W2, Zg, andZZ and by
pp̄→W6g, W1W2, W6Z, Zg, and ZZ. The experiments
seek to measure, or otherwise place limits on, trilinear c
plings and to retain sensitivity to the appearance of n
physical phenomena. The signature for anomalous trilin
couplings is an excess of gauge boson pairs, particularly
large values of the invariant mass of the gauge boson
and for large values of gauge boson transverse momen
pT .
Limits on these couplings are often obtained under
assumption that theWWg and WWZ couplings are equa
(g1
g5g1
Z , Dkg5DkZ , andlg5lZ). Another set of param-
eters, aBf , aWf , and aW , is similarly motivated by
SU(2)L3U(1)Y gauge invariance. These couplings are l
ear combinations oflV , DkV , and Dg1
Z such that aBf
5Dkg2Dg1
Z cos2 uw , aWf5Dg1
Z cos2 uw , and aW5lg with
the constraints thatDkZ52Dkg tan
2 uw1Dg1
Z andlg5lZ .
Adding the additional constraint thatBf5aWf yields @5#
the Hagiwara-Ishihara-Szalapski-Zeppenfeld~HISZ! rela-
tions used by the DØ and Collider Detector at Fermil
~CDF! Collaborations.
The DØ Collaboration has previously performed seve
searches for anomalousWWg andWWZcouplings. Studies
@6,7# of pp̄→Wg1X have shown that the transverse ener
spectrum of the photons agreed with that expected from
production. Searches@8,9# for an excess ofpp̄→WW1X,
where theW bosons each decayed toln ( l 5e or m!, yielded
events which matched the SM prediction. Further, thepT
spectrum of the charged leptons agreed@9# with the predic-
tion. Studies@10,11# of the processespp̄→WW1X andpp̄
→WZ1X, where oneW boson decayed to an electron
positron and the corresponding antineutrino or neutrino
the other vector boson decayed to a quark-antiquark
manifested as jets, yielded no excess of events and aW bo-
son transverse energy spectrum which matched the expe
background plus SM signal. Limits on anomalousWWg and
WWZ couplings were derived from each of these analys
Several@6,8,10# of these analyses were presented in detai
Ref. @12#. The results of all of these analyses were combin
@13#, using the method described in Ref.@12#, to form our
most restrictive limits on anomalousWWg andWWZ cou-
plings.
Limits on theWWg couplings have been set by the UA
and CDF Collaborations from the properties ofW1g events
@14,15# and by the L3 Collaboration@16# from the rate of
singleW boson production atAs5172 GeV. Both theWWZ
and WWg couplings have been studied by several expe
ments. CDF has searched for anomalousWW andWZ pro-
duction@17,18# and the four experiments at the CERNe1e2
collider LEP have studied the properties ofWW events@19–
26#.
In this paper two new analyses resulting from a study
pp̄ collisions at a center-of-mass energy ofAs51.8 TeV are
presented. The collisions were recorded at DØ during
1994–1995 and 1996 collider runs of the Fermilab Tevatr2-3
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DØ detector. Also shown are th
calorimeter support platform, the
Tevatron beampipe centere
within the calorimeter, and the
Main Ring beampipe which pen
etrated the muon system and cal
rimeter above the detector centeth
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ry-The first analysis is a search forWZ production which
provides a test of anomalous couplings unique among
gauge boson pair analyses.WZ production is sensitive only
to the WWZ couplings, not theWWg couplings. In this
analysis the collisions were searched forWZ events where
the Z boson decayed toee and theW boson decayed to
eitheren or mn. The expected SMWZ signal and the back
ground were approximately equal in size and both were
pected to be small. The number of events observed was c
pared with that expected from anomalousWZ production in
the presence of background to set upper limits on anoma
WWZcouplings.
The second analysis is a search for anomalousWW and
WZ(WW/WZ) production, similar to those of Refs.@10,11#,
using the decay signatureW→mn, W/Z→ hadronic jets. Be-
cause SMWW andWZ production was swamped by bac
grounds from other sources ofmnjj events, the analysis wa
sensitive only to anomalous vector boson pair producti
The pT spectrum of themn system was compared to th
expected from anomalousWW andWZ production plus the
background, and limits on anomalousWWZandWWg cou-
plings were produced.
The paper is arranged so that the subsequent two sec
present elements common to the two analyses: the dete
and particle identification. The fourth section is a descript
of the WZ→ l l l n1X search and limits on anomalousWWZ07200e
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.
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n
couplings. The next section describes theWW/WZ→mn jj
1X analysis and limits on anomalousWWZandWWg cou-
plings. The sixth section contains a summary of the result
combining the anomalous coupling limits of these two ana
ses with those of our previous publications, producing
most restrictive anomalousWWg andWWZcoupling limits
available to date from this experiment. Finally, the last s
tion contains the conclusion and summary of the results p
sented in this paper.
II. DETECTOR
The DØ detector consisted of four main systems: a n
magnetic inner tracking system, a liquid-argon uranium ca
rimeter, a muon spectrometer, and a trigger system. The
tector is briefly described in this section. A detaile
description of the detector is available in Ref.@27#. The
tracker, calorimeter, and muon system are shown in Fig.
A non-magnetic central tracking system, composed
central and forward drift chambers, provided directional
formation for charged particles and is used in this analysi
discriminate between electrons and photons, and in m
identification.
Particle energies were measured by a liquid-argon u
nium sampling calorimeter that was divided into three c
ostats. The central calorimeter~CC! covered pseudorapidity2-4
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STUDIES OFWWAND WZ PRODUCTION AND LIMITS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 072002@28# uhu,1.1, and the end calorimeters~EC! covered 1.1
,uhu,4.4. The calorimeter was transversely segmented
projective towers withDh3Df50.130.1, wheref is the
azimuthal angle. The third layer of the electromagnetic~EM!
calorimeters, where the maximum energy deposition fr
EM showers was expected to occur, was segmented m
finely into cells with Dh3Df50.0530.05. The
scintillator-based intercryostat detectors~ICD’s!, which im-
proved the energy resolution for jets that straddled the c
tral and end calorimeters, were inserted into the space
tween the cryostats. Thus, jet identification was performe
the whole calorimeter without any gap in pseudorapid
Electron identification was performed for EM clusters w
pseudorapidityuhu<2.5, but the boundary between the C
and EC cryostats resulted in a gap spanning the region
<uhu<1.5.
The muon spectrometer consisted of solid-iron toroi
magnets and sets of proportional drift tubes~PDT’s!. It pro-
vided identification of muons and determination of their t
jectories and momenta. It consisted of three layers: a la
with four planes of PDT’s, located between the calorime
and the toroid magnets, and two layers, each with th
planes of PDT’s, located outside the toroid magnets. Figu
shows the geometric acceptance of the muon detector fo
region uhu<1 as determined from a Monte Carlo simulatio
of the detector. The acceptance is nearly symmetric aro
h50. The muon momentump was determined from its de
flection angle in the magnetic field of the toroid. The m
mentum resolution was limited by multiple scattering in t
calorimeter and toroid, knowledge of the magnetic field
tegral, and the accuracy of the deflection angle measurem
A multi-level, multi-detector trigger system@12,27# was
used for selecting interesting events and recording them
tape. A coincidence between hits in two hodoscopes of s
tillation counters~level 0!, centered around the beampip
was required to register the presence of an inelastic collis
These counters also served as the luminosity monitor for
experiment. The level 1 and level 1.5 triggers were progra
mable hardware triggers which made decisions based
combinations of detector-specific algorithms. The leve
trigger was a farm of 48 VAX 4000/60 and 4000/90 comp
FIG. 2. The geometrical acceptance of the muon detector wi
the regionuhu<1. f53p/2 is the downward (2 ŷ) direction where
the calorimeter support platform breaks into the muon system th
layer geometry.07200to
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ers which filtered the events based on reconstruction of
information available from the front-end electronics.
III. PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION
The analyses described in this paper rely on the detect
ability to identify electrons, muons, hadronic jets, and t
undetected transverse energy due to neutrinos. A brief
scription of the particle identification criteria is presented
this section. A more detailed description of these parti
identification criteria is available in Ref.@12#.
A. Electron identification
Electron candidates were identified using informati
from the calorimeters and tracking detectors. Electron can
dates were formed from clusters, identified using a near
neighbor algorithm, with more than 90% of their energy
the EM layers of the calorimeter. The EM clusters had to f
within the CC (uhu,1.0) or either EC (1.5,uhu,2.5).
Electrons had to be isolated, had to have a shower sh
consistent with that from test beam measurements, and
to have either a track that closely matched the position of
shower centroid~‘‘tight’’ selection criteria! or drift chamber
hits consistent with the passage of a charged particle wi
an azimuthal road of widthDf515 ~30! milliradians for CC
~EC! EM clusters~‘‘loose’’ selection criteria!.
The efficiency for selecting electrons with the selecti
criteria described above was calculated usingZ→ee decays.
The efficiencies for each region and electron definition ar
shown in Table I. The energy resolution wass(E)/E
514%/AE(GeV)% 0.3%% 14%/E(GeV) for electrons in the
CC and s(E)/E515.7%/AE(GeV)% 0.3%% 29%/E(GeV)
for electrons in the EC, where ‘‘%’’ indicates addition in
quadrature.
B. Muon identification
Muon candidates were tracks in the muon chamb
which survived a number of reconstruction quality cuts.
muon was required to lie within the central regio
(uhu,1.0). A muon had to pass through a region of t
muon toroid with sufficient magnetic field (*Bdl
.2.0 T m). The energy deposited along the muon track
the calorimeter had to be at least that expected from
minimum-ionizing particle which on average depos
;1 GeV. The impact parameter of the muon with respec
the interaction point had to be less than 20 cm. The mu
track was refitted with the timing,t0 , of the muon track with
respect to the collision as a floating parameter. It was
quired thatt0 be consistent with a muon originating from th
in
e-
TABLE I. Measured efficiencies for electron identification
the CC and two EC’s. See text for definitions of tight and loose
Electron type Efficiency~CC! % Efficiency ~EC! %
Loose 88.6 0.3 88.460.5
Tight 73.460.5 67.260.32-5
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 072002interaction. A slightly differentt0 cut was used in the two
analyses due to the different nature of the backgrounds. L
the muon had to be separated byDRm[A(Dh)21(Df)2
>0.5 from the nearest jet withET>8 GeV in the event. The
muon reconstruction efficiency, determined fromZ→mm
candidates, in theWZ→mnee (WW/WZ→mn jj) analysis
for muons withuhmu,1 was 0.70160.031 (0.68020.080
10.041) ex-
cluding losses due to the geometric acceptance of the m
detector. The muon momentum resolution wass(1/p)
50.18(p22)/p2% 0.003 (p in GeV/c).
C. Jet identification and missing energy
Jets were identified@12# as clusters of calorimeter tower
within a cone centered on the highestET tower. For the
analyses described here, a cone size ofR
[A(Dh)21(Df)250.5 was used. The energy deposited
the jet in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
to be consistent with that of an ordinary jet, thus suppress
the backgrounds from isolated noisy calorimeter cells a
accelerator losses. These jet identification criteria have
efficiency of 0.96 0.01 per jet. The jet energy resolutio
depended on the jet pseudorapidity and was approxima
s(E)/E580%/AE(GeV).
The primary sources of missing transverse energy
cluded neutrinos, which escaped undetected, and the en
imbalance due to the resolution of the calorimeter and m
system. Two calculations of missing transverse energy w
made. The missing transverse energy which was calcul
from the energy deposited in the calorimeter is referred to
E” T
cal. The missing energy which was calculated from the
ergy deposited in the calorimeter and was corrected
muons passing some loose quality cuts is referred to asE” T .
IV. SEARCH FOR WZ˜TRILEPTONS
A search forWZ production was performed in theenee
and mnee decay modes, taking advantage of the unus
signature consisting of three charged high-ET leptons and the
missing transverse energy due to the high-ET neutrino.
A. Trigger and data sample
The level 1 trigger used for this study required two E
calorimeter trigger towers (Dh3Df50.230.2) with ET
.10 GeV. The level 2 trigger required two clusters of E
trigger towers which hadET.20 GeV and passed level
isolation and shower shape cuts. The efficiency of the trig
was measured as a function of the reconstructed electroET
and found to be greater than 99% for a reconstructedET
.25 GeV. The integrated luminosity of the data sample w
92.365.0 pb21. The luminosity determination is described
Ref. @29#.
B. Event selection criteria
WZ→enee events were required to have two high-ET
electrons consistent with aZ boson decay and a third elec
tron andE” T consistent with aW boson decay. Specifically, a
least one electron was required to satisfy the tight selec07200st,
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criteria and another two were required to satisfy the tight
loose selection criteria~as defined in Sec. III A!. A tight
electron and one of the other electrons were required to h
ET.25 GeV and the third electron to haveET.10 GeV. It
was required thatE” T
cal.15 GeV. The invariant mass of two
of the electrons had to be within the range 81,Mi , j
,101 GeV/c2, as expected for the decay of aZ boson. The
transverse mass
MT~en!5A2ETeE” Tcal@12cos~fe2fn!#
calculated using theET of the other electron and theE” t
cal was
required to beMT(en).30 GeV, as expected for the deca
of a W boson. These criteria were checked for all three co
binations of electrons. One event was found which passe
the selection criteria. The parameters@30# of this event are
described in the Appendix.
WZ→mnee events were required to have two high-ET
electrons as expected for aZ boson decay, and a muon an
E” T consistent with aW boson decay. Specifically, at lea
one electron was required to satisfy the tight selection cr
ria and another was required to satisfy the tight or loo
selection criteria. Both electrons had to haveET.25 GeV.
Instead of the 10 GeV third electron of theenee search, a
muon with pT.15 GeV/c was required. Finally, it was re
quired thatE” T.15 GeV. No events passed these select
criteria.
C. Background expected
The trilepton plus missing transverse energy signature
manded by the event selection has no known signific
sources other thanWZ production and backgrounds due
objects misidentified as leptons.
In theenee channel the largest background was expec
to come fromZ1 jet events withZ→ee and where a jet
mimicked an additional electron. This background was e
mated using data. Events with two electron candidates
one or more jets were selected from the same data sam
used in the event selection. The kinematic event selec
criteria were applied treating each jet as the third electr
The probability for a jet to mimic a tight or loose electro
was determined from a sample of multijet events and w
parametrized by a linear function of jetET for jets with ET
less than;150 GeV, as given in Table II. The backgroun
was then the number ofee1 jet events times the probability
TABLE II. Jet misidentification probabilities for tight and loos
electrons. The probability is a linear function ofET(GeV),a0
1a1ET(GeV). Uncertainties given in this table are statistical on
A systematic uncertainty of 25% was assigned to each fake p
ability.
Electron
type
CC EC
a0310
3 a1310
5 a0310
3 a1310
5
Loose 0.0860.29 2.06 0.70 1.3 61.0 6.3160.27
Tight 20.1760.20 1.4360.51 0.5360.86 5.1 62.32-6
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STUDIES OFWWAND WZ PRODUCTION AND LIMITS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 072002of a jet mimicking the third~tight or loose! electron. This
background was estimated to be 0.
60.07~stat!60.11~syst! events. The size of the statistical u
certainty was determined by the statistics of thee 1 jets
sample. The systematic uncertainty was dominated by
25% uncertainty in the probability for a jet to mimic a tig
or loose electron. This latter uncertainty was due, in la
part, to the uncertainty on the amount of direct photons in
multijet sample. A cross-check based on a data sampl
events enriched with highly EM jets which failed the ele
tron selection criteria gave 0.4220.26
10.41 events for this back-
ground.
In the mnee channel there were two contributions to th
background, one from events with two electrons and a
which produced an isolated muon and one from events w
an electron, a muon, and a jet which mimicked an electr
Data-based methods of calculating the background were
to estimate both of these contributions to the background
To calculate theee1 jet event background, events wit
two electrons and a central jet were selected~this was called
the ‘‘fake’’ sample!. Each event was required to pass
selection criteria except that the jet was only required to p
the muon fiducial and kinematic selection. The number
events was then multiplied by the probability of the jet pr
ducing an isolated muon, this probability having been de
mined using two methods. The probability~per jet! of find-
ing an isolated muon in a sample of multijet events w
ET~jet!.15 GeV was found to be 1.5310
25. The number of
events expected from this background was<0.002. On the
other hand, a fraction of thee1 jet events contained heav
quark (b/c) jets. Assuming that all of the jets in the fak
sample are heavy quark jets, a heavy-quark-enhanced
rate was used to obtain an upper limit for this backgrou
The probability of a jet mimicking a muon from a heav
quark (b/c) jet was found by requiring a muon~isolated or
non-isolated! in the opposite hemisphere from the isolat
muon in multijet events. This gave a heavy-quark-enhan
fake rate of 2.531024, resulting in an upper limit ofNbkg
50.02260.004 events. When setting limits on the cross s
tion and coupling parameters, a smaller background estim
gives a more conservative limit. Therefore the lower estim
(<0.002 events! was used in lieu of the larger~0.022
events!.
The second background (em1 jet events! was calculated
using events collected with a different trigger which requir
one EM object withET.20 GeV andE” T.20 GeV. Events
were selected which had an isolated muon, one or more
and a tight or loose electron. All event selection cuts w
applied with the exception of the trigger. The number
background events was then found by summing
ET-dependent probability for a jet to have mimicked an el
tron for each event which passed the event selection crite
accounting correctly for events which contained more th
one jet and the difference in the integrated luminosities
tween the two triggers. The total number of backgrou
events expected fromem1 jet events was found to b
0.11860.018~stat!60.035~syst!. Again, the systematic erro
is due to the uncertainty in the probability for a jet to mim
an electron.07200e
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The total background toWZ→trileptons was 0.5060.17
events.
D. Efficiency estimate
The efficiency estimate was made using a leading-or
Monte Carlo ~MC! event generator@2# which also could
simulate the effects of anomalous couplings. The Mart
Roberts-Stirling setD28 (MRSD28 ) parton distribution func-
tions @31# were used. To correct for the effects of highe
order QCD processes which contribute toWZ production,
the resulting cross section was increased by ak factor of 1.34
@2# and theWZ system was given a transverse boost acco
ing to the distribution produced by thePYTHIA Monte Carlo
@32# simulation of SMWZ production. A parametrized de
tector simulation was used to account for the acceptanc
the detector, the effects of detector resolution on the m
surements of charged leptons andE” T , and the length (s
;30 cm) of thepp̄ collision region along the beam direc
tion.
For SM WZ production, the detection efficiency in th
eneeandmneechannels was found to be (16.91.4)% and
(11.561.4)%, respectively. For a SM cross section of 2.6
@33#, the (W→ ln)3(Z→ee) branching fractions@34#, and
an integrated luminosity of 92.365.0 pb21, the expected
number of events in theeeen and eemn channels was
0.14660.002~stat!60.012~syst! and 0.09960.001~stat!
60.009~syst!, respectively. The small statistical uncertainti
reflected the large number of MC events generated and
cessed through the detector simulation. The systematic e
included the uncertainties in the luminosity~5.3%!, the par-
ticle identification efficiency~0.7%!, the trigger efficiency
~2%!, the branching fraction~3.7%!, and the MC cross sec
tion due to the choice of the parton distribution function a
Q2 scale~5%!. The total expected signal from SMWZ pro-
duction was 0.2560.02 events. The results are summariz
in Table III.
E. WZ production cross section limit
The 95% confidence level~C.L.! upper limit on theWZ
cross section is estimated based on one observed event
subtraction of the expected background of 0.5060.17 events.
Poisson-distributed numbers of events were convoluted w
TABLE III. Summary of theWZ→ ln l l results.L is the inte-
grated luminosity,e is the overall detection efficiency,Br is the
branching ratio,Nobs is the number of events observed,Nbkg is the
number of background events, andNSM is the predicted number o
SM events.
enee mnee Total
L 92.365.0 pb21
e 0.16960.014 0.1156 0.014
Br 0.36%6 0.01%
Nobs 1 0 1
Nbkg 0.3860.14 0.1260.04 0.5060.17
NSM 0.1560.01 0.1060.01 0.2560.022-7
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 072002Gaussian uncertainties in the efficiency and background.
WZ production, the 95% C.L. upper limit on the cross se
tion was 47 pb, consistent with, but much larger than,
SM prediction.
F. Limits on anomalousWWZ couplings
The event generator@2# and parametrized detector sim
lation were used, in a manner identical to that describ
above, to find the efficiency and expected number of eve
in the case of hypothetical anomalousWZ couplings. A grid
in the lZ2Dg1
Z plane was used. Once the probability f
observing one event was determined@30# for each point in
the grid, limits on the anomalous couplings were made. T
limits were found by taking the logarithm of the likelihoo
and identifying the contour inlZ2Dg1
Z around the point of
maximum of the logarithm of the likelihood (Lmax) where
L5Lmax2d. To set a 95% C.L. limit in one dimension, th
contour was evaluated atd51.92. To set a 95% C.L. limit in
two dimensions~allowing two anomalous couplings to var
at the same time!, the contour was evaluated atd53.00.
The value of the form factor scaleL was chosen such tha
the coupling limit was less than the unitarity limit@35#. The
one-dimensional 95% C.L. coupling limits and unitarity lim
its as a function ofL for each of the three coupling param
eters are shown in Fig. 3.
This analysis was most sensitive to the parameterslZ and
Dg1
Z . SettingL51 TeV, the one-dimensional 95% C.L. lim
its from theenee andmnee channels are
uDg1
Zu,1.63
ulZu,1.42
when all other parameters are held at their SM values.
two-dimensional 95% C.L. contour limits forL51 TeV are
shown in Fig. 4 for theenee andmnee data combined.
FIG. 3. One-dimensional 95% C.L.~solid! and unitarity limits
~dashed! vs L for the WWZ coupling parameterslZ , DkZ , and
Dg1
Z .07200or
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V. SEARCH FOR ANOMALOUS WW AND WZ
PRODUCTION
The 1994–1995 data were searched for anomal
WW/WZ production in events with the signature: high-pT
muon; largeE” T ; and at least two jets~mnjj !.
A. Trigger and data sample
The level 1 trigger consisted of a muon candidate in
central region and at least 5 GeV deposited in a hadro
trigger tower (Dh3Df50.230.2). As the muon scintilla-
tion counters became available during the collider run th
were added to the level 1 trigger in such a way as to v
out-of-time muons, such as those that originated from cos
rays.
The level 2 trigger required a muon withpT
.10 GeV/c, as determined by the muon pattern recogniti
algorithm taken from the reconstruction program. A jet w
required withET.15 GeV within the regionuhu,2.5. The
jets were identified by a cone algorithm which summedET’s
of calorimeter towers in cones ofR50.7. The efficiency of
the jet part of the level 1 and level 2 triggers was measu
as a function of the reconstructed jetET in three separate
pseudorapidity bins by comparing the results of the sing
muon trigger with the single-muon plus jet trigger for even
which contained a single jet. Figure 5 shows the jet trigg
efficiency as a function of jetET for the pseudorapidity re-
gion uhu,1.0. The jet trigger efficiency reached a plateau
jet ET of approximately 40 GeV. The efficiency was param
trized using an error function. The curve shown in Fig. 5
the result of that fit. The results in the other two pseudo
pidity regions were similar. For SM Monte Carlo even
FIG. 4. Correlated limits onDg1
Z andlZ for L51 TeV obtained
from a fit to the cross section using the 1994–1996 data for
mnee and enee channels combined. The inner solid line is th
two-dimensional 95% C.L. limit and the outer solid line is the un
tarity limit.2-8
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STUDIES OFWWAND WZ PRODUCTION AND LIMITS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 072002which passed all of the selection criteria, the efficiency of
jet part of the trigger was 0.92760.007. An alternate fit with
a plateau at 100% increased this efficiency by 0.012 and
was taken as a systematic uncertainty. The efficiency of
muon component of the trigger, determined from a sampl
muons collected using triggers which did not require a
muons, was 0.70760.018. The integrated luminosity@29# of
the data sample was 80.764.3 pb21.
B. Event selection criteria
The signature of the muon1jets channel consisted of a
isolated high-pT muon from theW boson decay and a mini
mum of two jets from aW or Z boson decay. We did no
differentiate between the two processesW→ jj and Z→ jj due
to the dijet mass resolution of the calorimeter. Single mu
events with the following characteristics were selected. T
muon was within the central region, which corresponded
proximately to uhu,1, and had transverse momentumpT
m
>20 GeV/c. A E” T of at least 20 GeV was required in eac
event. Demanding a transverse massMT(mn).40 GeV/
c2, where
MT~mn!5A2ETmE” T@12cos~fm2fn!#,
completed the kinematic selection defining the decay of aW
boson candidate. Next, the candidates had to contain at
two jets (uhu,2.5) with ET>20 GeV. The invariant mas
of the two highestET jets had to be between 50 an
110 GeV/c2 as expected for the decay of aW or Z boson.
Figure 6 displays the distribution of the invariant mass of
two highestET jets in the 372 events which remained in t
sample after all selection criteria, except for the dijet m
selection, had been applied.
Last, application of the dijet mass cut led to a final da
sample of 224 events. ThepT(mn) distribution for these
events is shown in Fig. 7. The distribution indicates abse
of events atpT(mn).150 GeV/c. The W boson candidate
with the highest transverse energy hadpT(mn)
5141 GeV/c.
FIG. 5. Jet trigger efficiency in pseudorapidity regionuhu
,1.0. The curve is the result of an error function fit to the e
ciency.07200e
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C. Background expected
There were two major sources of background to
WW/WZ→mn jj production:W1>2 jets withW→mn and
QCD multijet events where one of the jets was accompan
by a muon which was misidentified as an isolated muon
where there was significantE” T . The latter background could
have arisen fromb-quark pair production, for instance. Con
tributions from other backgrounds such ast t̄ production with
subsequent decay toW1bW2b̄ followed by W→mn;
WW/WZ production with W→tn followed by t→mnn̄;
ZX→mmX, where one of the muons was missing; andZX
→ttX with t→mnn̄, were small or negligible.
The QCD multijet background was estimated using
background enriched data sample. This technique was s
lar to that used in our previous analysis@36#. The probability
for a jet with a muon to be misidentified as an isolated mu
FIG. 6. Comparison of invariant mass of the two highestET jets
for the data~histogram! and the estimated total background~points
with uncertainties! for theWW/WZ→mn jj channel. The uncertain-
ties shown are statistical only.
FIG. 7. Comparison of thepT(W) distributions of signal~histo-
gram! and estimated total background~3 with statistical uncertain-
ties! for WW/WZ→mn jj. They are consistent with each other in
dicating the presence of no significant anomalous gauge coupli2-9
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 072002was determined from the ratio of the number of events c
taining an isolated muon, at least one jet, andE” T less than 20
GeV to the number of events which contained a muon wh
failed the jet isolation requirement~but otherwise passed th
muon identification cuts!, two or more jets, andE” T less than
20 GeV. This probability was 0.04160.007. Then the num
ber of events which passed all of the selection criteria of
signal except for the muon-jet isolation requirement, ag
applied in reverse so as to form a sample complementar
the signal, was counted. This provided the sample of ev
for which misidentification of a non-isolated muon as
isolated muon would have created a false signal. There w
2567 such events. Thus the QCD multijet background w
105619 ~stat! events. The QCD multijet background wa
also calculated for events which passed all the selection
teria for the signal except for the dijet invariant mass sel
tion, which was applied in reverse. This number was nec
sary for performing a background subtraction to the data
the out-of-mass cut region in order to calculate a normal
tion factor for theW1>2 jets background. The QCD mu
tijet background in the out-of-mass cut region was 55614
~stat! events.
The W1>2 jets background was estimated using t
VECBOS @37# event generator, withQ25(pT
j )2, followed by
parton fragmentation using theHERWIG @38# package and a
detailedGEANT-based@39# simulation of the detector. Nor
malization of theW1>2 jets background was determine
by comparing the number of events expected from theVEC-
BOS estimate to the number of candidate events outside
dijet mass window, after the QCD multijet contribution ha
been subtracted. The contribution from this background w
calculated to be 117624 ~stat! events. A small component o
the background, due toZ1>2 jets with an unreconstructe
muon which mimicked theE” T , was accounted for in this
procedure because of the kinematic similarity toW boson
decay.
Among the other backgrounds, the only non-negligib
contribution arose fromt t̄→W1bW2b̄ decays. This was es
timated using a Monte Carlo sample produced similarly
that of theW1>2 jets background sample. Thet t̄ back-
ground, calculated assuming a cross section of 5.561.8 pb
@40#, amounted to 2.761.2 events.
The total expected background was 224631 ~stat! events.
The number of observed events~224! was consistent with the
background, and was much larger than the predicted
WW/WZ signal~discussed in the next section!. The system-
atic uncertainties in the QCD multijet background and
W1>2 jets background were correlated because of
common uncertainty in the jet energy scale and becaus
the background subtraction carried out in the normalizat
procedure when theW1>2 jets background was dete
mined. As a cross-check, the consistency between the b
ground estimate and the number of observed events was
fied for variations of the event selection criteria. T
systematic uncertainties for the background estimation w
dijet mass window selection~13.4%!, muon isolation
~11.7%!, jet energy scale~7.8%!, missing transverse energ
selection ~7.2%!, and W boson transverse mass selecti07200-
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~4.3%!. The total systematic uncertainty in the backgrou
was 46 events and the total uncertainty in the backgro
was 56 events.
The contributions from all background sources are sho
in Table IV. The estimates in the table for the components
the background include statistical uncertainties only. Fig
6 also displays the invariant mass of the two highest-ET jets
from the expected background with all selection criteria, e
cept for the dijet invariant mass selection, applied. The fi
distributions of the signal and the sum of backgrounds
plotted as a function ofpT(W) in Fig. 7.
D. WW/WZ signal estimate
The efficiency for detectingWWandWZ events, for both
SM and anomalous couplings, was determined using
leading-order event generator@2# and a parameterized simu
lation of the detector. The MRSD28 parton distributions@31#
and a k factor of 1.34 @2# were used in estimating th
WW/WZ cross section. In order to simulate the kinemat
associated with higher-order production processes, the d
son decay products were boosted in the direction opposit
the hadronic recoil according to theET distribution provided
by PYTHIA @32# for SM WW production. The efficiency was
2.5% lower when this boost was turned off, and half of th
difference was taken as the fractional systematic uncertai
The interaction points were selected around the center of
nominal collision point (z50) from a Gaussian distribution
with s530 cm.
The muon fiducial acceptance was determined from
GEANT-based@39# detector model and is shown in Fig. 2.
The jets from a high-pT W or Z boson decay may hav
been close enough to overlap and have poorly reconstru
nergies, or they may have been completely merged into
jet. Therefore, the efficiencies of the jet selection and d
mass selection depended on the boson’spT . SM WWevents,
generated usingPYTHIA Monte Carlo program and the
GEANT-based detector model, were used to determine
efficiency as a function ofpT(mn). The results were incor-
porated into the parameterized detector simulation. Figur
shows the efficiency as a function ofpT(mn) for events
which passed the rest of the event selection criteria. T
efficiency was low for low-pT W boson events because o
the jet ET threshold of 20 GeV. It peaked at 63% fo
TABLE IV. Comparison of signal~data! and backgrounds for
the modeWW/WZ→mn jj. The data sample is consistent with th
SM prediction and estimated backgrounds showing no evidence
anomalous gauge couplings.
Sample Number of events
QCD multi-jet background 105619 ~stat!
W1.2 jets background 117624 ~stat!
t t̄ background 2.761.2 ~stat!
Total background 224631 ~stat! 646 ~syst!
SM prediction 4.560.8 (stat1syst)
Observed data sample
(luminosity580.7 pb21) 2242-10
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STUDIES OFWWAND WZ PRODUCTION AND LIMITS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 072002pT(mn)5200 GeV/c and fell for higherpT because of jet
merging. The uncertainty in the jet energy scale correcti
led to a systematic uncertainty in the efficiency forW andZ
boson identification of 3%.
The kinematic efficiencies for SMWW andWZ detection
were 0.07360.002~stat!60.003~syst! and 0.067
60.002~stat!60.010~syst!, respectively, where the additiona
systematic uncertainty originates from differences betw
the acceptances calculated with the parametrized dete
simulation and the acceptances calculated usingPYTHIA and
GEANT due to the jet reconstruction efficiency parametriz
tion. Folding in the uncertainties due to the model of the
trigger, the jet energy scale, and in the initial diboson boo
the systematic uncertainties in the kinematic efficien
amounted to 6.7% and 15.8% of theWW andWZ detection
efficiency. Thus, the total efficiencies for SMWW andWZ
production were 0.035120.0048
10.0033 and 0.032220.0064
10.0055, respec-
tively. The efficiency was slightly higher for simulatedWW
and WZ production with anomalousWWg and/or WWZ
couplings because the bosons originated at higher ave
pT . For instance, for WW events produced withL
52.0 TeV, the total efficiency was 0.03820.005
10.004 for the case
l51.0 andDk50.0, and 0.04320.006
10.004 for the casel52.0
andDk52.0.
The predicted cross section@2# for SM WW (WZ) pro-
duction is 10.1~2.6! pb. A 5% systematic uncertainty in thi
originates from the variation of the cross section depend
on the set of parton distributions used in the event gen
tion. The branching fractions@34# for W→mn andW→ jets
or Z→ jets lead to overall branching fractions of 0.141
60.0086 and 0.072760.0042, respectively. Therefore, wit
an integrated luminosity of 80.764.3 pb21, 4.0420.68
10.54 WW
events and 0.4920.11
10.10 WZ events were expected to have be
detected if production is solely through SM processes.
E. Limits on anomalousWWg and WWZ couplings
Since no excess of events in the high-pT(W) region was
observed, significant deviations from the SM trilinear gau
FIG. 8. The efficiency of the dijet reconstruction and select
as a function ofpT(mn) in the WW/WZ→mn jj analysis. The un-
certainties shown are statistical only.07200s
n
tor
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couplings were excluded. Using the detection efficiencies
SM WW andWZ production and the background subtract
data, upper limits were set on the anomalous coupling
rametersl and Dk. This determination was made using
binned likelihood fit of the observedpT(W) spectrum to the
prediction of the Monte Carlo signal plus the estimated ba
ground. Unequal width bins were used to evenly distrib
the observed events, especially those in the highpT(W) re-
gion. In eachpT bin for a given set of anomalous couplin
parameters, the probability for the sum of the backgrou
estimate and Monte CarloWW/WZ prediction to fluctuate to
the observed number of events was calculated. The un
tainties in the background estimations, efficiencies, in
grated luminosity, and Monte Carlo signal modelling we
convoluted into the likelihood function using Gaussian d
tributions.
The one-dimensional 95% C.L. limits onl and Dk are
summarized in Table V forL51.5 TeV and 2.0 TeV. The
first two rows provide the coupling limits in the case of equ
couplings forWWZ and WWg. The last two rows provide
limits in the case of HISZ relations@5#. In each case, one o
the couplings was fixed to its SM value while the other w
varied. The two-dimensional bounds~corresponding to a
logarithm of the likelihood function value 3.00 below th
maximum value! for anomalous coupling parameters in th
l-Dk plane are shown in Fig. 9 forL51.5 TeV. Figure 9
also shows the bounds imposed by the unitary condition
a larger ellipse.
VI. COMBINED RESULTS
The results of the two searches described in this pa
have been combined with those of our previous publicati
TABLE V. Axis limits ~one-dimensional! at the 95% C.L. with
two assumptions for the relation between theWWg andWWZcou-
plings (WWg5WWZand HISZ! and for two different values ofL
in the modeWW/WZ→mn jj.
Coupling L51.5 TeV L52.0 TeV
lg5lZ 20.45, 0.46 20.43, 0.44
Dkg5DkZ 20.62, 0.78 20.60, 0.74
lg5lZ ~HISZ! 20.44, 0.46 20.42, 0.44
Dkg ~HISZ! 20.75, 0.99 20.71, 0.96
FIG. 9. Contour plot of allowed region in thel2Dk space for
WW/WZ→mn jj at 95% C.L. for L51.5 TeV. The outer ellipse
shows the bounds imposed by the unitary relations onl andDk.2-11
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B. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 072002using the procedure described in Ref.@12#. The method was
to perform a binned maximum likelihood fit of the number
events and their kinematic characteristics to the expected
nals and backgrounds, taking care to account for correla
uncertainties among the data sets. The number of events
the expected background in theWZ→trileptons analysis of
Sec. IV and thepT(mn) spectrum as well as the expecte
background in theWW/WZ analysis of Sec. V were include
into the multiple final state fit described in Ref.@13#. The
resulting limits on anomalous couplings represent the m
restrictive available from our experiment.
Sets of limits were produced using the range of assu
tions about the relations between the couplings as discu
in Sec. I. Table VI contains limits onl, Dk, and where
applicable onDg1
Z , for L51.5 and 2.0 TeV under each o
the following assumptions: that theWWg couplings were
equal to theWWZcouplings, that theWWg couplings were
related to theWWZ couplings through the HISZ equation
~with the additional constraintaBf5aWf), that theWWg
couplings were at the SM values~producing limits on the
WWZ couplings!, and that theWWZ couplings were at the
SM values~producing limits on theWWg couplings!. Figure
10 shows the two-dimensional limit contours and on
dimensional limit points forl vs Dk for these four relation-
ships between theWWg and WWZ couplings. Table VII
contains limits onaBf , aWf , aW , andDg1
Z for L51.5 and
2.0 TeV. Figure 11 shows the two-dimensional limit co
tours and one-dimensional limit points foraW vs aBf when
aWf50 and foraW vs aWf whenaBf50. Note that the Fig.
11~a! limits on aW vs aBf are equivalent to limits onlg vs
Dkg becauseDg1
Z is fixed to zero. Also, for purposes o
comparison with LEP experiments, the central values
68% C.L. limits onlg and Dkg were calculated under th
HISZ relations~without the extra constraintaBf5aWf) for
L52.0 TeV. They were lg50.0020.09
10.10 and Dkg
520.0820.34
10.34.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Using pp̄ collisions at center-of-mass energyAs
51.8 TeV detected with the DØ detector, two gauge bo
TABLE VI. One-dimensional limits at 95% C.L. from a simu
taneous fit to the DØ Wg, WW→dilepton,WW/WZ→en jj,
WW/WZ→mn jj, and WZ→trilepton data samples. The HISZ re
sults included the additional constraintaBf5aWf .
Coupling L51.5 TeV L52.0 TeV
lg5lZ (Dkg5DkZ50) 20.20, 0.20 20.18, 0.19
Dkg5DkZ (lg5lZ50) 20.27, 0.42 20.25, 0.39
lg ~HISZ! (Dkg50) 20.20, 0.20 20.18, 0.19
Dkg ~HISZ! (lg50) 20.31, 0.56 20.29, 0.53
lZ ~SM WWg) (DkZ5Dg1
Z50) 20.26, 0.29 20.24, 0.27
DkZ ~SM WWg) (lZ5Dg1
Z50) 20.37, 0.55 20.34, 0.51
Dg1
Z ~SM WWg) (lZ5DkZ50) 20.39, 0.62 20.37, 0.57
lg ~SM WWZ) (Dkg50) 20.27, 0.25 20.25, 0.24
Dkg ~SM WWZ) (lg50) 20.57, 0.74 20.54, 0.6907200ig-
ed
nd
st
p-
ed
-
d
n
pair production processes were studied and used to pro
limits on anomalous trilinear gauge boson couplings.
A search forWZ→enee and mnee candidates yielded
one candidate event where the expected signal from SMWZ
production was 0.2560.02 events and the expected bac
FIG. 10. Contour limits on anomalous couplings from a sim
taneous fit to the DØ Wg, WW→dilepton,WW/WZ→en jj,
WW/WZ→mn jj, and WZ→trilepton final states forL51.5 TeV:
~a! Dk[Dkg5DkZ , l[lg5lZ , ~b! HISZ relations, ~c! SM
WWg couplings, and~d! SM WWZ couplings. ~a!, ~c!, and ~d!
assume thatDg1
Z50. The solid circles correspond to 95% C.L. on
degree of freedom exclusion limits. The inner and outer curves
the 95% C.L. two degree of freedom exclusion contour and
constraint from the unitarity condition, respectively. In~d!, the uni-
tarity contour is located outside of the boundary of the plot. T
HISZ results include the additional constraintaBf5aWf .2-12
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STUDIES OFWWAND WZ PRODUCTION AND LIMITS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 072002ground was 0.5060.17 events. The 95% C.L. upper limit o
the cross section was 47 pb, consistent with, but rather la
than the expected SM cross section. Based on the one
served event, the detection efficiency, and the expected b
ground, limits on anomalousWWZ couplings were pro-
duced. The one-dimensional limits, at 95% C.L., areuDg1
Zu
<1.63 (lZ50) andulu<1.42 (Dg1
Z50) for L51.0 TeV.
A search for anomalousWW/WZ→mn jj production was
performed. The expected background of 224656 events was
much larger than the expected SMWW and WZ signal of
4.560.8 events. From thepT(mn) distribution of the 224
observed events, which had no significant deviation from
expected background plus SM signal, limits on anomal
WWg and WWZ couplings were produced. Under the a
sumption that theWWg couplings equal theWWZ cou-
plings, the one-dimensional 95% C.L. limits were20.43
FIG. 11. Contour limits on anomalous couplings from a sim
taneous fit to the DØ Wg, WW→dilepton,WW/WZ→en jj,
WW/WZ→mn jj, and WZ→trilepton final states forL51.5 TeV:
~a! aW vs aBf when aWf50 and ~b! aW vs aWf when aBf50.
The solid circles correspond to 95% C.L. one degree of freed
exclusion limits. The inner and outer curves are the 95% C.L.
degree of freedom exclusion contour and the constraint from
unitarity condition, respectively.
TABLE VII. One-dimensional limits at 95% C.L. ona param-
eters from a simultaneous fit to the DØWg, WW→dilepton,
WW/WZ→en jj, WW/WZ→mn jj, and WZ→trilepton data
samples.
Coupling L51.5 TeV L52.0 TeV
aBf (aWf5aW50) 20.73, 0.59 20.67, 0.56
aWf (aBf5aW50) 20.19, 0.38 20.18, 0.36
aW (aBf5aWf50) 20.20, 0.20 20.18, 0.19
Dg1
Z (aBf5aW50) 20.25, 0.49 20.23, 0.4707200er
b-
ck-
e
s
-
<l<0.44 (Dk50) and 20.60<Dk<0.74 (l50) for L
52.0 TeV. Under the assumption that theWWg couplings
are related to theWWZ couplings via the HISZ equations
the one-dimensional 95% C.L. limits were20.42<l<0.44
(Dk50) and20.71<Dk<0.96 (l50) for L52.0 TeV.
The results of the two searches described in this pa
have been combined with those from our previous publi
tions to produce our most restrictive limits on anomalo
WWg and WWZ couplings. Under the assumption that th
WWg couplings equal theWWZ couplings, the one-
dimensional 95% C.L. limits were20.18<l<0.19 (Dk
50) and 20.25<Dk<0.39 (l50) for L52.0 TeV. Un-
der the assumption that theWWg couplings are related to th
WWZ couplings via the HISZ equations, the on
dimensional 95% C.L. limits were20.18<l<0.19 (Dk
50) and20.29<Dk<0.53 (l50) for L52.0 TeV. Lim-
its on Dk, l, andDg1
Z were determined for theWWg cou-
plings assuming theWWZcouplings are at the SM value an
for the WWZ couplings assuming that theWWg couplings
are at the SM value. Finally, limits on theaBf , aWf , and
aW anomalous couplings were produced.
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TABLE VIII. Kinematic properties of theWZ→eneecandidate
event~run 89912, event 23020!.
e1 e2 e3
ET ~GeV! 54.5 50.9 37.7
h 0.11 20.62 1.37
f 5.94 3.04 4.14
TABLE IX. Mass combination information forenee candidate
event. Mei ,ej is the invariant mass of electroni and electronj .
Me1 ,e2 ,e3 is the three-body mass of electron 1, electron 2, and e
tron 3. MT is the transverse mass andpT is the transverse momen
tum.
Mass combination information
Me1 ,e25111.8 GeV/c
2 Me1 ,e2 ,e35171.7 GeV/c
2
Me1 ,e3593.6 GeV/c
2 Me2 ,e35112.4 GeV/c
2
E” T546.2 GeV f(E” T)51.29
MT(ei ,E” T)573.0,74.7,82.6 GeV/c
2 for e1 ,e2 ,e3 respectively
pT(e1 ,e3)558.8 GeV/c f(e1 ,e3)521.02
pT(e2 ,E” T)563.0 GeV/c f(e2 ,E” T)52.222-13
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EVENT
Given the expected signal to background ratio of appro
mately 1–2 in the channelWZ→enee, there is no certainty
that the candidate event is actually due toWZ production.
But because of the event’s striking signature, it is descri
in detail in this appendix.
The candidate event contains three high-ET electron can-a
. D
a
ld
07200i-
d
didates and large missing transverse energy~46.2 GeV!. The
event contains no other high-pT objects~jets or muons!. The
properties of the candidate electrons are summarized
Table VIII. The missing transverse energy and the vario
mass combinations of the electrons with the missing tra
verse energy are listed in Table IX. The invariant mass
electron candidates 1 and 3 is 93.6 GeV/c2, and the trans-
verse mass formed using electron candidate 2 and the m
ing transverse energy is 74.7 GeV/c2.lo-
the
ct
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